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ec CARD FROM BISHOP SCAZLAH
I feel It my duty to protect Catholics and the pub ¬

I Ito generally from fraud and Imposition by notifying
II them from time to time that no person bearing thetI name and garb of a priest or sister or anyone lse IsI authorized or permitted to solicit or collect In thlj diocese for any purpose whatever connected with tha

I
Catholic Church without having from me permission
In writing bearing my seal and signature Shouldanyone be found engaged In doing this unlawful

I work or collecting without such a document he or
she as the case may be should be regarded by all as-
a fraud and an Imposter L SCANLAN

Bishop of Salt Lake
<

TO OUR SUBSCRIBERS-
The Intermountain Catholic goes Into nearly every

Catholic home In this diocese Its circulation In Mon ¬
I tana Idaho Colorado Wyoming Nevada and many

other states Is very large Only reliable firms and
business men advertise In the paper All subscriberwill find It to their advantage when about to Invest

I
purchase or consult on business matters to read over
the list of our advertisers We not only recommendbut ask for them the patronage of all our readers

ROOSEVELT AND BENEVOLENT
DESPOTISM

i

Colonel Watterson admittedly a peer among the
r greatest editorial writers in America foretells in his

i
i1 paper llthe CourierJournal the fall of the re-

public
¬

If of the United States Here is how he is
quoted by the Literary Digest

j If the people are sick and tired of the slow
t processes of a constitutional procedure if they

want in the White House a President who disre-

garding
¬

II the letter of the law will substitute his
own interpretation of its spirit and intention if
they think that the reign of hypocrisy and cant and
graft which marks our professional politics may

I i be ended by the absolutism of a ruler who as
iil Roosevelt himself puts it t translates his words into

deeds and who charged with the cleansing of the
I

L Augean stables by an election putting the seal of the
Ji4 popular approval upon conceded excesses in the use

1 of power and bidding him to go forward and apply
the same remedies to a disease otherwise incurable

+ then Theodore Roosevelt fills the bill to perfction
Itll for lIe comes from the family of the Kings of Men

W and is neal descendant of Caesar and Cromwell
H thus called the benefitsti i up dangers or

j
whic uc PolIo this striking conjunction of the

K hour 1 tl nan Colonel Watterson tells us that
all liiitrv s agreed that the nest of all govern-
ment

¬

i is a I e and benevolent despotism He
adjures L i brother editors calmly to consider
whither Wf are drifting adding in conclusion

j Before we get into the acrimonies of party
1 conflict the CourierJournal asks its contemporaries

throughout the country to reflect without passion-
or or levity and to answer to themselves amid the
i blaze of light which casts an aureole about our wan-

dering
¬

1

1

d
Ulysses whether1 representative government

t i in America is a failure and whether the only cure
I i for the evils which are admitted is the oneman

i
2l r power because they may be sure that the return
l of Theodore Roosevelt to power will be so con¬j strued by Europe and that on this account the de-

I

¬

i monstration of monarchism has its chief signifi-
cance

¬

jjj
f 1 The reign of hypocrisy cant and graft de

t plored by the colonel is here to stay Conditions
f must become worse before they begin to improve
i and the improvement will mean the abolition of the

t i ki republic the establishment of a constitutional

tn monarchy or perhaps the wise and benevolent des-

potism
¬

c A lauded by the colonel The Americans of
1 the future will be fortunate if a military despotism
j does not proceed the wise and benevolent govern-

ment
¬

f t

j 1t Let us take a leaf from the contemporary his ¬

ItJ tory of Republican France which is now drifting
J i towards the cataract During the last days of the
j Ii empire from I860 to 1870 the number of civilians

4 rl in the government was 250000 The number now
J in the service of the republican government is 900

j t l1 000 This represents an expense of some 280000
J

t 000 a year this from a total of 820000000 How
f II Lf long can France stand it Remember the number

I
ni of these civilian employes is constantly increasing

i i1i and must continue to increase Conditions make

J t4J1 for it for the greater the number the greater the
b 3 command of votes

I How fares it with ourselves From all quar-
ters

¬

1 ItriI i men are throwing themselves upon the re-

sources
¬

r of the government which knows not how to
4 t dispose of them The grand total of all the civil ¬

1 ians employed by our government today is 370000
1 In 1907 the number was 306141 or an increase in

tt little more than two years of 63924 civilian em¬

t i ployes These figures are from the governmentt
t h Blue Book and are therefore official These

j
ft

IJ4 men in government employ will run up to 600000 in
I
i I a few years and by an inexorable law of democratic

n 1 government must continue to increase till the bur-
den

¬

t f rff becomes insuportable It must be so our
t t wo youth impetuous innumerable ambitious of distinc ¬

iJt tion and unfortunately for itself without restraint
1 n crowd into the career of public employment The

i fA professions arc overcrowded there are four or five

4 lr 1 times more candidates for every imaginable profes-
sion

¬

1I
J ik than are needed In a few more years the

i 1

i 1 1 U Go West Young Man of Horace Greeley will
t 1tl have no meaning Our high schools colleges and
4t i universities will continue to turn out annually
t f hordes of impecunious youth ravenous for office

I iI You cannot point to an office in the United
r i

1iiI States today in which the numbers of persons cm
1

f ployed has not tripled or quadrupled within twen ¬

tyfive years But it is said public business has
i increased forgetting that men create all this busi-

ness
¬

t jt and that too many interfere with it
All at the same time ambition power and of-

fice
¬

f j they forcibly open every door and compel the I

I creation of new places Prominent politicians are
everlastingly knocking at the doors of cabinet of¬

I ficials and grumble if they do not obtain positions
for their constituents and what they consider their

I

fair share of the spoils When some notorious
I looters of the national treasury are jailed or some

financial filibuster sent to the penitentiary at once
petiions are circulated all over the country for their
release and the executive is forced by political
pressure in many instances to yield

Today owing to our system of universal inde ¬

pendence and to the infinite pride that has taken
possession of all classes every man would judge
protest administer govern There is too much
liberty too much movement too many wills let loose
in the land We lose ourselves in a whirlwind of
affairs We groan under a crushing weight of
laws and statutes One half of our people is
busy governing the other but without success in
their employment

THE LIGHTS UPON THE FIRTREE-

A correspondent writing from Ogden asks where
a poem of the late Charles Malley beginning with
the line

t I The lights upon the firtree gleam
may be found

The lamented Charles J 0 Malley was editor of
the Chicago World when he died He was a poet an
essayest and a man of high and lofty impulses He
wrote a History of the Knights of St John and-

a tt Life of Bishop Ullathorne and under the
titles of Songs of Dawn and II The Building of
the Moon published many of his charming verses
Of 0Malley we may repeat what Bulwer Lytton
wrote of Mangan

For his chaste muse employed her heaventaught
lyre

None bu the noblest passions to inspire-

Not one immoral one corrupted thought-
One line which dying he would wish to blot

OMalley had the versatility of Boyle OReilly-
and had as charming a personality as the stalwart-
and loveable author of Undine God be merci ¬

ful to his great Catholic soul
Here is his franslation of the German poem

Weinachisleid written by Franz von Heldu
muac

The lights upon the firtree gleam
Sweet laughter rings around the hearth j

The Christmas bells in golden stream
Pour gladness oer the happy earth

At home I know the candles burn
With radiance soft as close of day

But 0 my lonely heart must morn
For I alas am far away

I see the happy faces glow
With pleasure round the Christmas board-

I hear young voices murmur low
In gladness while the ale is poured-

I see the aged grandsire kneel
And in his humble cottage pray

But Iwho knows the pangs I feel 1 r

Alone I wander far away

The wretched in their lowly cot
Their firbough have this holy night

But all unpitied is my lot ji i
My own beloved are far from sight

0 Christ Child Who on straw wast born
Seest Thou how desolate I stray

Thou hadst thy loved ones I forlorn-
In silence weep far far away

o

SEEKING BURIED TREASURED-

own in Texas a Galveston citizen who has at-

tained
¬

the age of 80 years has fitted out an expedi ¬

tion to seek for the treasures in gold and silver
supposed to have been buried by the piratical out-

fits
¬

which swept the seas in the days of Captain
Kidd and Jean Lafitte The search is based on
ancient parchments which the Texan has but re-

cently
¬

deciphered and a few million is the reward
they expect to find This at least is the story as
it comes to us through the unimpeachable source of
the Sundaynewspape

The treasures of the pirates have furnished for
generations a source of adventurous search and no
little fiction has been based on the adventures of
parties seeking the lost treasures Edgar Allen Poe
and Robert Louis Stevenson each have contributed-
a tale of intense interest and many other writers
have used the subject In the search of the Texan
therefore it is to be hoped the expedition will be
accompanied by a fluent writer one gifted with
imagination enough to supply the details which will
no doubt be lacking in the journey It would be
fortunate indeed if the expedition should find the
golden fleece and bring it back to legitimate chan ¬

nels but greater good fortune would it be if the
story of adventure could be told by an experienced
writer Instinctively the deaths head of liThe
Gold Bug and the stalwart figure of Captain Sil ¬

ver of II Treasure Island tire recalled by this an ¬

nounced search But if the parchments with this
obscure meaning bring not forth the unlimited
doubloons and pieces of eight at least an expectant
world will join in wishing the enterprising Texan
bon voyage 4

ARE THEY HERE TO STAY

That the Asiatic rat threatens to become a seri-
ous

¬

problem for Salt Lake and its suburbs is now
an admitted fact He has colonized a good part of
Waterloo and crossing Twelfth South has entered
the barns and outhouses of our rural neighbors to
the south and southwest As far back into the past-

as we can look we find the rat the faithful though
despised friend and follower of mankind Where
ever civilization advances the rat follows to do the
scavenging work without which civilization might
have perished In sickness or in health for better-
or worse the rat cleaves to man and like the cow
and the horse aids him in his conquest of new lands

That the rat thrives only in the neighborhood of
mans habitations is well known In fact it is a
true paraiste but the idea that it checks disease
through the consumption of refuse is said to be an
erroneous assumption-

It has now been pretty well established that the
rat is the chief agent in the spread of bubonic
plague Typhoid also and other diseases are it
is asserted disseminated by rats One of the
reasons why these rodents are so freely used for
vivisection experiments is that the effects upon
them of disease corresponds very closely to the ef-

fects
¬

of the same disease on human beings Today-
the danger that is to be apprehended from the rat
as from a host of deadly bacteria has opened cam ¬

j
p-

Q

paigns in different parts of the world for his ex¬

termination-
Of course no one can successfully prove short of

actual experience that a rat boldly traveling as one
of a company a thousand strong will not be dif¬

ferent from a rat moving timidly about for ever
in fear of the cunning cat or the watchful terrier
We have heard however of instances in which rats
becoming very numerous were defiant and savage-
in the presenc of man

It lIas been estimated that in one year a single
pair of rats under very favorable conditions will
produco 120000 others including their descendents-
to the fourth generation

Reduced to reasonable numbers like cats and
dogs rats ma yserve a useful purpose They were
created to serve some useful purpose and apart
from their mission as destroyers of garbage there
may be other work for them to do The fact that
from immemorial times they always sought the
habitations of man would seem to imply that in
reasonable numbers they are mans friends It is
a fact which any naturalist will attest that rats
are easily tamed and grow to entertain warm and
kindly feelings for those who treat them well
They can be readily taught very amusing little
tricks and since they cost very little to keep there-
is no valid reason to exterminate them in toto
But as we can have too much Johnson we can
have too many rats Millions of dollars worth-
in damages are done annually by rats in the United
States and there seems to be no difference of opin ¬

ion among experts as to the agency of diseased rats
in the spread of bubonic plague and kindred
diseases

Tile rat is here to stay hell see to that it is
for us to see that he does not unreasonably multiply-
and become a menace to our health and property

e r

COMMISSION GOVERNMENT

Sixtycight municipalities in this country are
now governed by commissions and it is estimated-
that within a year no less than two hundred cities
and towns will have adopted that form of govern-
ment

¬

in preference to the present system The
grorh of the commission idea during the last year
has been remarkable Galveston Houston and DCS

Moines have been watched with interest and modi ¬

fications of the plans of government of those cities
have been adopted in no less than sixteen town ill
Kansas fourteen in Texas five each in Town and
Tennessee four each in Oklahoma and South Da-

kota
¬

and others in different states from Massa-
chusetts

¬

to California The new charters given to
these cities and towns have invariably given the
people a greater share of home rule and the record
under the commission form is so satisfactory that
none of the places once adopting it has desired to
return to the older system As a further evidence I

or its popularity in only two per cent of the muni ¬

cipalities in which the commission plan has been
submitted has it been defeated at the polls

The growth of the idea is an index of popular
dissatisfaction with the old system of control of
local affairs of the granting of franchises and the
inauguration of improvements under the direction-
of political bosses and corporation agents The
people of the average municipality have come to
the conclusion that the business of the municipality-
should be conducted on business principles and
they look upon the commission plan as offering the
opportunity of getting that business management in
slight degree at least The growth of the idea is
one of the most remarkable manifestations of public
interest in public affairs and is almost certain to
be an issue in Utah when the next legislature meets-
to revise the game laws

p

THE HAPPY DAYS-

It has been perhaps twenty years since the ap ¬

pearance of the song Down on the Farm in
which the author recounts the joys of his childhood-

but the sentiment of that song still survives or
perhaps it would be better to say that the sentiment
expressed by he song was not killed by its publica ¬

tion The days of childhood are usually reviewed-

and many times is the sentiment given expression-
that childhood days were the happiest Perhaps-
it is an evidence of decay when we view the Cl good
old days as altogether in the past It is at least
unfortunate if that is the case for the past is gone
beyond recall and we are living in the present with
memory our guide for future action If the lessons-
of the past are heeded the present ought to hold as
much pure unalloyed happiness as any time in the
past and the future ought to be filled with that
great hope which keeps all of us at our tasks when

I only the past looks bright Truth to tell happi-
ness

¬

is not harder nor easier to find now than it ever
was that is if the same thing may constitute hap ¬

piness as they did in former times The trouble-
is perhaps that what brought happiness in child ¬

hood would in age prove burdensome The bare ¬

foot boy finds more joy in life just from the fact
that he is shoeless than a grown man may find in
any of his artificialities This illustration will suf¬

fice to show the changing conditions which make
for happiness and regrets may be expressed for the
II good old days but the ever present fact remains
that we cannot live in the past that we miist make
the best of our present opportunities and get out of
life all he happiness we can Most of us would be
happier if we wanted less and we would want less
if we were happier But the happy days ought to
be the days of the present we cant escape that
though we can forget the past in a measure and
the future is uncertain

I

SAFETY AND SANITY

Action has been taken by a great many cities in
the east looking to a tl safe and sane Fourth of
July celebration Mayor Gaynor of New York has
taken steps to prohibit the sale of fireworks at re ¬

tail and the city councils and town boards through-
out

¬

New England are adopting ordinances restrict ¬

ing and prohibiting the use of explosives within the
corporate limits of their towns Noise is to be re ¬

duced to a minimum and fireworks entirely re-

moved from the celebration in Boston the H cradle-
of liberty Washington the cupitol of the na ¬

tion is to forego the pleasures of the toy pistol
dynamite crackers and other dangerous noise
makers The commissioners of the District cf Co-

lumbia
¬

wall provide fireworks of the it safe and
sane kind and will supervise the capitals celebra-

tion of the day The legislatures of some eastern
states have taken up the subject and will prevent
the sale of the more dangerous varieties of noise
makers

In Utah the sale of toy pistols is prohibited by
statute but the celebration of past Fourths has
been about as noisy as anybody could well desire

==

Utah was one of the first states to absolutely po
hibit the sale of toy pistols but we have lagged

behind a little in the matter of promoting a It safe
and sane Fourth of July celebration It is a
patriotic duty to celebrate the day but the fire-

works method and the big noise long ago eeastd to

be patriotic or to awaken patriotic sentiments in the
hearts of the celebrators It got so bad hat the

safe and sane movement took hold mJ has

spread to all parts of the country If Boston the
I t cradle of liberty and Washington the capital of
the nation can find inspiration in a less destructive
celebration surely we of Salt Lake ought to be able

to do likewise It is really an indication of irn ni

cipal backwardness to have a big noise perpetrated
on the Fourth in the name of patriotism

COST OF GOVERNMENT-

The United States pays its President 75000 a

year and he undoubtedly earns it That much of

the expense of maintaining the government comes

from governmental frauds But the 300000 paid-

to the President for his term of four years is only-

a small part of the expense connected with getting a

President A presidential campaign conducted in

the style that has been the custom in the United
States during the past twenty years must cost in the
neighborhood of three and a half millions of dollars-

If the campaign contributions and expenses were

made public the exact figures could be obtained but
we believe three and a half millions of dollars is a

conservative estimate There is the campaign work
that must be done before the nominating conven ¬

tions of which expense is preliminary to the cam ¬

paign proper
Who bears this expense What animates them-

to so patriotic service Do they expect to get it
back

Depend upon it the patriotic contributors to
campaign funds are not animated so much by a de¬

sire to carry the election as they are by the hope of
reward in the form of legislation

f
And the cam ¬

paign funds of millions which are raised every four
years tq supply us with Presidents are ultimately-
paid by the common people The fact that the

crowned heads of European countries receive many
times the amount of the salary of the President of
the United States is often cpmmented upon to the
purpose of showing how ill we treat our executive
head but the enormous expense of electing him to

that position has seldom been touched upon It is

one of the problems of reform which will come up
again and again until the reasons for campaign con¬

tributions are learned Then probably there will
be more room for patriotic devotion to the cause or
at least the common people will know what the
professional campaign financiers expect to get for
their contributions

DEPARTMENT OF PUBLIC HEALTH-

A bill has been introduced into the national Con¬

gress providing for the establishment of a national
department of health Senator Owen of Oklahoma
introduced the bill and in an address quoted many
medical authorities who expressed belief in the
value of a department of health The committee-
of one hundred of the national conservation com¬

mission also is in favor of the plan And other or¬

ganizations have expressed the belief that great
good would result from the workings and resoaich
carried on by a department of health Senator
Owen in his speech in favor of his measure said he
had recently sent out 25000 bulletins to the people
of his state issued by the Department of Agri ¬

culture telling them how to raise swine but he had
no bulletin telling them how to raise children and
he considered the conservation of human life as
really firstin importance

SenatorQwen said that we have had business
affecting the public health for a hundred years but
they are scattered in eight departments are dis-

connected
¬

and lack cooperation They have een
been jealous of each other one nullifying and ham ¬

pering the work of another The senator lQinted
out that no responsible head existed because of his
subdivision and further that the head of the most
responsible bureau cannot express an opinion or give
information without first consulting the secretary-
of the treasury

Although the bill has the endorsement of many
of his colleagues there is faint hope held ous of its
early passage On general principles the creation-
of a new cabinet office would be opposed by many
congressmen but we may some day come to realise
that the public health is as worthy of conservation
as any other natural resource and legislation then
will be more easily attained Senator Owen bill
is distinctly a conservation measure and we hay
become a nation of conservationists

THE GOVERNMENT COOKBOOK-

The government has issued a cookbooknot n

book covering all the details of the culinary art but-

a cookbook which tells us how to prepare meats
Incidentally it is a defense of the practice of eat¬

ing flesh although it does not bar vegetables and
fruit in a sane diet The work is by direction of
Secretary Wilson of the agricultural department-
and is based on expert investigation of the yalue of
the different cuts of meat and furnishes proofs
that the cheaper and more despised cuts centain as
much nutriment as do the more expensive cuts and
that they can be made to taste as good A pound-

of neck if properly cooked is as choice and tasty
u

as a pound of rib roast according to the cookbook
which further challenges the ability of ninetyninec-
ooks in every hundred to properly prepare a piece-
of meat for food If however the statement that
a piece off the neck can be made as tasty as a piece-
of rib then indeed is the wholesale indictment of
the cooks wen founded for it has not been the good
fortune of many to find a cook who could prepare
even the choicest cuts to meet their epicurean
tastes

It was John Taylor a couple hundred years ago
who wrote that the Lord sends the meat and the
devil sends the cooks and this authority has been
unchallenged till the appearance of the government
cookbook Now the government intends to rob his
satanic majesty of the prerogative so long enjoyed-
The cooks no doubt will resent the insinuation but-
a longsuffering public will welcome the appearance
of this scientific exposition of the art of cookery

The book is really a valuable addition to the
works on this subject Prices of meats have gone
to such heights that it behooves the ordinary house-
holder

¬

to look well to the economies of the kitchen
It is a protest against waste both ignorant and i

j

f

wilful It tells how to prepare meat from porter
house to shank and is worthy of careful stud Kv
cooks and housewIves It strives to < OrtSfrvf ou Imeat supplies to teach us how to live nmrp r r flflically and better It ought to be Ridelx Tad ajf-
jits precepts practiced

ALFALFA BISCUITS-

A new purefood product is reported from
Omaha which is in Nebraska made of IUPe

leaves dried and ground mixed with tifur and
baked Like all purefood products thii flnl jtln
is remarkable for its nutritious quahtu < pnurd
of alfalfa biscuit contains more nutritivi dl mint
than a pound of beef and a whole lot ther
things and though its color may prejumw njarx
against it the fact that it is green prove that tt i
not bleached by any process either dflet n ms or
not to the prime food qualities of the aKal t

Lucerne is one of the stock articles Iff ftahs
agricultural world No farm is comply with tt-
a goodsized patch of the basis of this n rur
food product We commend to the serun n i

eration of the Manufacturers associati tLfre
fore this report from Omaha If th Xi hra > ka
alfalfa can be made into an acceptablt ILrt tlvfa3t
food surely the Utah crop would rend r tI I IPJ tof far superior qualities Here is a chanrp t dj
velop a new industry and add greatly to th JrKtige of the state which already has a nunbfr ifpurefood factories whose products have Ucmp
popular Genuine Utahgrown alfalfa irnitaguaranteed under the food and drugs art s UIiII1
well enough to attract capital to the devil riment
of this new creation in the gastronomical world

QUOTATIONS-

About the easiest thing in the world to do is tfmisquote standard authorities For instnn any
one who will take the trouble to look up Biblical
quotations in the religious or the secular pres will
nine times out of ten find them wrong in ttxt and
punctuation The same may be said of Shake-
spearean quotations or those from any of tho pflEt1t

It is one of the freak things of memory to knrw
things wrong As an illustration of how far tiff
memory sometimes recalls quotations we haw be¬

fore us a small clipping which says In tht Ilall
guage of MacDuff And cursed be he who firstt
cries nuff

We dont know just what paper printed the
Shakespearean quotation nor in what connection
it was used We clipped the three lines a long time
ago and deposited the slip in our miscellaneous
envelope to beused when we felt inclined Ther-
eare so many errors about the quotation that it
serves a good purpose in calling attention to the
faults of memory In the first place Macduff
not MacDuff was addresed by Macbeth in words

somewhat similar to those used by our contem ¬

porary hence the writer should have said hIn the
language of Macbeth In the next place there
are only eight syllables in the line as quoted where-
as

¬

everybody who has read Shakespeare knows there
should be ten syllables the same as in a sonnet
Shakespeare was also somewhat more particular in
his grammar than one would be led to suspect by
the reading of the misquotation If Shakespeare
had used these words he would have made Macbeth
say And cursed be him etc not he Aside
from these little objections the quotation as print-
ed

¬

was nearly correct The lines may be found in
the last sceneof the last act of Shakespeares Mac ¬

beth Macbeth is speaking and these are his wordsu
Before by body

I throw my warlike shield Lay on Macduff
And damnd be him that first cries Hold enough

The Pope Roosevelt and the Methodists How
long at length 0 Cataline will you continue to
abuse our patience This is stale and belongS Ito ancient history Give
uptodate

us something fresh and

As dress does not make the man so neither does
the uniform make the soldier A tuba player in Ithe band may look as ferocious

II

as a musketeer

It has been discovered that there is no law to
prevent the looting of the United States treasury IThat may account for the immunity that institution
has enjoyed all these years

President Taft has announced that one year in
the White House is enough for him Evidently-

the Ioffice is not so desirable as it seoms to those
not in it

e

Several eastern cities have passed No seat no
fare ordinances and now the men are wondering

seats
if it is the sign of a gentleman to give up their I

The doctor says pleasant
II

thoughts at the dinner

table are conducive to good digestion Just dont Ithink how much the dinner cost

Still the average weather prediction is not much
further from the truth than the average election Ipro liction

painting entitled The
III

Frugal Meal was re-

cently
¬

sold in New York for 19000 Another IIII-
A

evidence of the increased cost of living

Sometimes the work of winning a husband i2

long remembered as a great
I

waste of effort I
Just now even the umpire is contemplating the

desirability of taking a summer vacation I
The bribery business it seems did not suffer

I Imuch in the recent financial depression

I Its the fellow who each night gets a head

that never gets ahead in the world I
I

He is a luckless fellow who hopes for luck to I i

take the place of labor

The early riser sees the comet but the other

fellow enjoys the sleep K

Lower prices for food products have been pre
dieted and so has the millennium


